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ABSTRACT
Incident management in telecom and computer networks requires correlating and interpreting heterogeneous technical information sources. While knowledge graphs have proven flexible for data integration and logical reasoning, their use in network and cybersecurity monitoring systems (NMS/SIEM) is not yet widespread. In this work, we explore the integration of knowledge graphs to facilitate the diagnosis of complex situations from the perspective of NetOps/SecOps experts who use NMS/SIEMs. Through expert interviews, we identify expectations in terms of ergonomics and decision support functions, and propose a Web-based client-server software architecture using an RDF knowledge graph that describes network systems and their dynamics. Based on a UI/UX evaluation and feedback from a user panel, we demonstrate the need to go beyond simple data retrieval from the knowledge graph. We also highlight the importance of synergistic reasoning and interactive analysis of multi-layered systems. Overall, our work provides a foundation for future designs of knowledge-graph-based NMS/SIEM decision support systems with hybrid logical/probabilistic reasoning.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
• Information systems → Decision support systems.
• Networks → Network performance evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Ensuring a high level of Quality of Service (QoS) on telecommunications and data processing services requires a constant human and technical commitment, whether it is for the most trivial applications (entertainment, ticket booking, home automation) or most critical ones (stock exchange, road lights, or nuclear plant management). The Information and Communications Technology (ICT) systems supporting these applications are indeed complex systems, involving a combination of various transmission technologies (IPoDWDM1, satellites, etc.), distributed processing, and NetOps/SecOps2 teams in different organizations. As a consequence, despite the availability of well-established NMS/SIEM decision support systems (DSSs) [19, 21, 33], supervision experts face cognitive overload due to numerous indicators and alarms. The heterogeneity of ICT systems’ configurations and potential lack of information about neighboring systems further complicate their tasks, leading them to decision making under uncertainty in incident management context.

Providing a comprehensive and unified view of ICT systems and their dynamics, while facilitating access to anomaly detection algorithms and solution recommendation tools, appears to be a critical path to enable increased operational efficiency in the incident management process. RDF knowledge graphs (KGs) have proven to be flexible for data integration and logical reasoning over heterogeneous data, notably thanks to shared semantics provided by ontologies [1]. However, we notice that the use of KGs has not yet become widespread in NMS/SIEM DSSs3 although various ontologies related to NetOps/SecOps are already available, such as DevOpsInfra [32], SEAS [28], NORIA-O [41] for describing network systems, and UCO [45], MITRE D3FEND [34] for cybersecurity, to name a few. Additionally, the multiple knowledge facets that need to be represented for situation understanding pose a limit to intuitive and efficient exploration of KGs (i.e. quick and limited access to only relevant information) without a deep understanding of the ontologies at work, especially when short response time is imposed by Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Regarding the use of Artificial
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1 Internet Protocol over Dense Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
Intelligence (AI), various approaches demonstrate practical interest for anomaly detection [12, 31, 39] or diagnostic assistance [11, 46]. However, as suggested in [24], it is important for supervision experts to have the ability to combine and call different approaches and models in order to cover a wide range of system behaviors and support efficient decision-making.

In this work, we posit that the combination of knowledge graphs and automated inference tools offer promising prospects for improving NMS/SIEM DSSs, assuming that the DSSs’ ergonomics meet the NetOps/SecOps teams’ business requirements in terms of information accessibility (e.g., breaking down technical silos), incident situation contextualization (e.g., reducing cognitive load through alarm grouping), and continuity of operational tasks. To tackle this, we present NORIA UI, a client-server software architecture for network anomaly management based on data stored in a knowledge graph, with its ergonomics (UI/UX) being the result of collaboration with a panel of NetOps/SecOps experts from Orange\(^4\), a leading international network infrastructure and service provider. Our main contributions are the following. Firstly, we provide details of the business requirements for a next-gen NMS/SIEM DSS in terms of ergonomics and functions. Secondly, we present the technical details of the architecture implemented to meet these requirements, going beyond the simple data exposition from a knowledge graph by implementing the principle of synergistic reasoning for the combination of various diagnostic AI techniques, and the implementation of interaction mechanisms for exploratory analysis of multi-layered systems. Finally, we provide a feedback on the proposed solution and its prospects based on performance analysis and UI/UX evaluation by users in operational situations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology to capture the business requirements. Section 3 presents the set of UI/UX features designed to meet these requirements. Section 4 provides details on the client-server architecture supporting these features. Section 5 reports on user evaluation of the proposed architecture and features. Section 6 presents some related work. Finally, we conclude the paper and outline some future work in Section 7.

2 PERSONAS AND REQUIREMENTS

To meet the operational needs of NetOps and SecOps experts, we used a methodology based on personas and interviews to develop the NORIA UI solution, including its UI/UX perspective. NORIA UI allows different user profiles to interact with it, catering to various usage scenarios and objectives. Personas, as described in [10], are archetypes of user classes that capture goals, behavior patterns, skills, attitudes, and environment. These personas are designed to be effective for the specific design problem at hand.

Gathering requirements. To capture these different perspectives, we firstly pre-defined a set of professional profiles that could potentially contribute to the expression of needs, and then launched a call for participation, ensuring that we had a sufficiently broad and representative panel. 16 experts were recruited who collectively represent 150 operations team members. Those experts come from several entities in the field of engineering, operations, supervision, and incident management on networks and data centers, including teams from Network Operation Centers (NOCs) and Security Operation Centers (SOCs). Then, we conducted interviews with this panel of experts in three stages, that can be summarized as follows:

1) Anomaly detection use cases: In this step, we asked experts for “pitfalls and wishes” and formalized their responses using the Cockburn-style template [3] and clarifying questions from the Agile framework [38] and ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:2011 guide [16]. This first stage resulted in the definition of six fundamental detection cases that are reported in [24].

2) Competency questions [44]: This approach aims to analyse the knowledge domain through the prism of user queries expressed in natural language (then formalised using semantic patterns) by users. During this stage, 26 competency questions were validated. They were used to guide the modelling of the NORIA-O data model [41] as well as work on the graphical tool presented in this paper.

3) UI/UX co-design workshops: From the Precondition/Success Guarantees/Trigger of the six fundamental detection cases mentioned above, we derived preliminary UI/UX requirements. These requirements were then sketched and challenged with the panel of experts through a third set of interviews. This final step served as the basis for the UI design presented in this paper.

All experts have consistently expressed a recurring need and frustration regarding the heterogeneity of network infrastructures that are monitored. This directly relates to the necessity of handling and analyzing multiple data sources to effectively comprehend network situations. Users, therefore, hold a positive perception of a tool that could standardize and consolidate all data into a single platform with correlation capabilities. However, it is important to note that these users represent different skill sets and activity fields, each with their own distinct objectives and perspectives on the comprehensive overview. Typical persona are agents from NOCs and SOCs. For the definition of the personas, we have chosen to abstract from the specificities of the network and cybersecurity domains in the sense that NORIA can be considered as a platform for supervising network infrastructures and detecting anomalies, whether they are the result of a malfunction, human error or a malicious act.

Defining personas. We can define four different personas that will be interacting with the tool. The first is the incident manager in charge of the investigation of a given incident. This contributor manages the reception of the alert and its context, assembles an investigation team adapted to the type of situation, coordinates efforts and facilitates communication between investigators, and then communicates the results of the investigation. The main need of this user is to quickly obtain an overview of a situation as well as all the sharing functions enabling him to facilitate work within his team of responders. The team of the incident manager is composed of several supervision expert and/or cybersecurity analyst. Our second and third personas, depending on the needs and the perimeter impacted. The network supervision expert uses NORIA UI to correlate events, in particular alarms, from different network equipment. This persona has in-depth knowledge of a technical perimeter and of the events generated by the various systems in the

\(^4\)https://www.orange.com/
network. This type of user is particularly interested in analysis functions such as root cause analysis (RCA) and the ability to quickly identify faulty equipment within a defined technical perimeter. The identification and description of the network infrastructure, the accuracy of event information and the correlation of indicators from different sources are important aspects for these users.

The cybersecurity analyst uses NORIA UI to identify possible malicious activity (i.e. forensic). These users have a good knowledge of the services offered by a given infrastructure and the types of events that can occur. Similarly to the network supervision expert, they are particularly interested in the ability to correlate indicators from different sources. They are particularly attentive to analysing the events that occur and the information linked to these events (in particular the textual description of the logs).

The fourth persona is the system architect who aims to understand how a system works in order to improve its performance through re-engineering or upgrading (e.g. adding a function) or its security (by installing devices such as countermeasures, firewalls, etc.).

3 NORIA UI FEATURES

In this section, we present the set of UI/UX features designed to meet business requirements derived from expert panel interviews in Section 2. Specifically, the analysis of user stories by personas leads us to identify the following five groups of features: 1) cross-consultation of information on network topology, events and alarms, 2) display of 2D/3D network topology enriched with indicators, 3) aggregation and analysis of information in a dedicated digital investigation space, 4) use of analysis and anomaly detection tools, 5) access to community functions for sharing information between collaborators. In the following, we describe from a functional perspective how we have implemented these groups of features. The overall design, called NORIA UI, is a KG-based network monitoring tool & decision support system that offers NetOps/SecOps teams a comprehensive view of multiple data sources and integrated analysis functions for diagnostic assistance and knowledge sharing. NORIA UI leverages data from an RDF knowledge graph [1] generated through a knowledge graph construction pipeline described in [25], and structured by the NORIA-O [41] data model. In addition to the information provided in this paper, a demonstration video showcasing the tool’s main features is available at [7].

3.1 Dashboard, the network in one glance

The dashboard page (Figure 1) consists of four panels providing access to information about the network’s life based on four complementary facets derived from the KG: trouble tickets, events and alarms, resources and applications, and an enriched view of network topology. It is the main page of the application and serves as the primary tool for NetOps/SecOps experts to explore the data in the KG and gain an overall understanding of the network’s status or a specific event.

Interacting with the panels. Out of the four panels, three present the information in tabular form. To match the needs of personas and avoid potential cognitive overload, we apply customized rendering for certain properties of the KG entities (e.g. color-coding the trouble ticket status for quick understanding of its priority) and enable users to select which properties to display (Figure 1.E). Furthermore, to facilitate quick interaction with the KG entities, we provide entity-specific action buttons on the right side of each table. The current version of NORIA UI offers the following four actions: 1) Focus: Clicking on this button focuses the entity in the graph visualization panel, allowing users to quickly center their view for studying the network context of the entity. 2) Information: When more information is needed, clicking on this button redirects to a specialized page (Section 3.2) for the entity type (e.g. trouble ticket, events, etc.) and applies pre-filtering to highlight the entity. 3) Linked Data: For advanced users, this button redirects them to the entity in the KG-DBMS’s frontend (Section 4). 4) Notebook: To assist users in conducting in-depth analyses of specific situations, the NORIA UI provides a notebook feature (Section 3.4). Clicking on this button, the entity is added to the notebook.

The last panel embeds a graph visualization library to provide an interactive view of the KG. It represents the entities from the three previously mentioned panels, along with the physical and logical network connections between resources and applications, as well as the composition relationships between these resources (e.g. a network packet filtering card as part of a network router device). This feature allows users to have a multi-faceted view of the network (i.e. topology, events, etc.). Each node in the graph is color-coded based on its type. This view is interconnected with the other three panels, enabling users to analyze the context of each entity. For instance, clicking on an item in the “trouble tickets” panel brings the corresponding node to the center of the graph view, displaying its relations to the linked resource/application in the KG. This provides a comprehensive understanding of the incident context at a glance, by examining the neighboring resources/applications in the network and the associated alarms (see Section 3.3 for more details on the graph visualization feature).

Searching and filtering. The user has access to various functions for searching and filtering information. As a first step, the user can use the pivot function, which enables dynamic cross-referencing between different information facets [8]. This function allows sequential filtering in the “Trouble Tickets,” “Resources and Applications,” and “Events and Alarms” data panels. Checkboxes in these panels (Figure 1.F) are used to select source entities for the pivot, creating a pivot that filters the content of the other two panels. For example, selecting trouble tickets in the first panel will display entities linked to those tickets in the other panels. The user can then choose to apply a second pivot (based on the first one at the trouble tickets level) by selecting items in one of the remaining panels. For instance, selecting a set of resources in the “Resources and Applications” panel will result in filtering being applied to the “Events and Alarms” panel based on the entities selected in the two pivots. This feature supports exploratory searches by sequentially filtering correlated entities in the three data panels based on the relationships stored in the KG.

A second set of search and filtering functions is available at the top of the UI (Figure 1.H). The global search allows users to search all data, regardless of the entity type. Users can use tags (i.e. short-hands to the KG concepts and properties) to structure their search query and specify search criteria. For example, users can select the
Figure 1: The dashboard page
The dashboard page consists of four panels providing access to information about the network’s life based on four complementary facets derived from the knowledge graph: (A) trouble tickets, (B) events and alarms, (C) resources and applications, and (D) the enriched network topology. Entities are displayed along with their main properties (E). Checkboxes (F) allow for a display pivot that applies to all panels. Each entity has contextual commands (G). An input field (H) allows defining a display scope and searching for entities based on their properties.

“Trouble Ticket” entity type (i.e. an owl:Class$^5$), the “status” field (i.e. an owl:ObjectProperty), and the attribute value “current” (i.e. a skos:Concept$^6$) to search for all open trouble tickets. Users can also enter any value, such as a network device hostname or logis- tic identifier, for a broader search across all data. The second part of the search is the scope. Users can define a functional/technical perimeter (e.g. core network, mobile network, e-mail services) by specifying applications, and the presented data will be filtered accordingly. Similarly, users can filter data using a time scope. For example, selecting a time scope of 1000 minutes will display data from the last 1000 minutes.

3.2 Entities, details and comparison of objects
To obtain comprehensive information on entities, NORIA UI provides a dedicated page for each type of entity (trouble tickets, resources and applications, events and alarms) using a shared page layout template. The template includes a data table to display all occurrences of the entity type in the knowledge graph. The layout, rendering options, and action buttons are consistent with the dashboard page (Section 3.1). Users can switch to a card layout for better readability and comparison, such as placing Resource entity cards from different technical scopes side by side. The template also includes a panel on the right side to display detailed information about a selected entity, allowing users to keep this information visible while browsing the entity list. Additionally, the template includes a synthesis panel to provide statistics on selected entities based on their properties. This panel allows users to quickly identify commonalities within a subset of entities, such as the number of resources deployed in a specific building or the distribution of alarm types.

3.3 Graph, exploring an incident context
To explore the relationships between the entities of the knowledge graph, the NORIA UI also provides a graph visualization component called Holonet. It allows users to have an multi-faceted and interactive view of the network (i.e. topology, events, etc.) in pages where graph visualization is needed, such as the dashboard page (Section 3.1), the graph page, and the notebook page (Section 3.4). Holonet is based on the force-graph\(^7\) library, which we enhanced to meet the needs of NORIA UI, notably in terms of interactions with the graph. For example, considering the graph page (Figure 2), the Holonet component occupies the majority of the window and is linked to two side panels for displaying contextual information (i.e. details on the currently selected node, and synthesis view when multi-selection occurs in the graph). It enables displaying the entities from the three “Trouble Ticket”, “Events and Alarms”, and “Resources and Applications” facets, along with the physical and logical network connections between resources and applications, as well as the composition relationships between these resources. Each node in the graph is color-coded based on its type.

Each click on a node triggers an action. A left-click on a node zooms in on it and displays the labels of neighboring nodes (i.e.
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$^5$The owl namespaces refers to http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl.
$^6$The skos namespaces refers to http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core.
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nodes linked to that node by an arc). For example, clicking on a trouble ticket node highlights its linked resource/application and related events, allowing the user to quickly focus on the incident context. A right-click opens a context menu that provides access to adhoc functions. One function sends the node to the notebook, allowing the user to gather items of interest as they explore the network context. Another function is the graph contraction/expansion function, which reduces/expands the amount of information displayed by Holonet on the screen (by default, no nodes are contracted).

We have implemented the three following contraction strategies. 1) Directed graph contraction by depth: contracts the graph by searching for neighboring nodes along directed edges starting from a reference node. This is useful for gathering all constituent nodes of a technical infrastructure linked by a hierarchical relationship or gathering all linked and succeeding temporal nodes from a reference moment. It involves implementing a depth parameter to the function (i.e. number of edges in depth), which we set to one by default. 2) Undirected graph contraction by depth and attributes: contracts the neighbors of a reference node based on a criterion provided by the user, without considering the direction of the edges. This is useful for servers hosting a given application, incident tickets related to a specific server, or servers of an application with a specified operating system. 3) Graph node grouping by attributes: groups the nodes of a graph based on an attribute, regardless of the presence of an edge between them. This is useful for nodes of a specific type, such as servers, applications, or sites.

Holonet also allows for adjusting the graph actions and rendering based on the specific usage context and needs of the users. For example, additional commands can be added to the context menu to execute stored SPARQL queries using the URI of the active node as an argument. Additionally, the size of the nodes can increase based on their degree (i.e. the number of connected nodes) to facilitate focusing on dense parts of the graph (e.g. a resource node with multiple alarms). Finally, nodes and arcs can blink to highlight a path in the graph (e.g. indicating the temporal relatedness of events for root-cause analysis).

### 3.4 Notebooks, analyzing an incident context

The notebook is a place where users can save entities of interest (trouble tickets, resources, alarms, etc.) for an on-going diagnosis process. For example, the RCA of an application performance degradation issue may involve examining the servers hosting the application and the network routers bringing connectivity to these servers. This can potentially require conducting a long-term analysis, during which the user may lose track of their working hypothesis. To facilitate this investigation into the anomaly, users can create a notebook (they can have multiple notebooks at any given time) to gather the entities that are likely to guide them towards understanding and resolving the anomaly.

For a given notebook, the notebook page provides a set of display tricks and analysis functions enabling the user to analyze the context independently of the many entities that are not relevant to the case under investigation. For example, the entities in the notebook are displayed as cards that the user can browse and reorganize to find similarities.

Similarly, a three-tab side panel provides access to three groups of tools that use the content of the notebook to generate insights. The first tab, the notebook synthesis tab, calculates an aggregated list of entity properties from the notebook to highlight commonalities in the observables. It functions in the same way as in the entities views (Section 3.2). The second tab, the notebook graph tab, displays the subgraph composed of the elements in the notebook, similar to what is offered in the dashboard and graph pages. The contextual menu associated with the nodes allows for automatically adding the neighboring nodes of the targeted node to the notebook, thereby facilitating the extension of the scope of diagnosis. The third tab, the notebook analysis tab, allows users to call stored inference models (Section 4) to categorize the situation depicted by the elements of the notebook using a knowledge base. In the current NORIA UI version, we have implemented the process mining approach discussed in [42] to enable searching for procedural models in the knowledge base that best fit the events of the notebook. By projecting these models onto the data in the notebook, it is then possible to reorder the events to trace back the initiating event or highlight a candidate behavior of the network in the notebook graph tab.

In order to maximize the opportunities for sharing the implicit knowledge contained in a notebook about an incident situation, we assign a unique identifier to each notebook upon creation. This identifier is used in the URI that opens the notebook page, allowing different users to share an analysis context by exchanging the URIs of their notebooks. Similarly, the notebook can be exported in JSON format to feed third-party AI algorithms.

### 4 NORIA UI ARCHITECTURE

NORIA UI presents itself to the user as a Web application. In detail, it is a Web-based client-server architecture [37] with four main components (Figure 3).
Figure 3: NORIA UI architecture overview
This functional block diagram provides an overview of the NORIA UI Web-based client-server architecture. The four main blocks are the front end, the back end, the graph database (KG-DBMS), and the model database. The end user interacts with the knowledge graph data through the back end API. The back end implements and orchestrates a set of services, typically of the data fetching/processing/forwarding kind.

Firstly, the front end handles data rendering and user interactions through reusable components (e.g. templated list for entities, graph view, etc.), and accesses the knowledge graph data through the back end API. It is developed using the VueJS\(^8\) framework for the codebase, and the Orange Boosted\(^9\) toolkit for styling. Access to the Web application is protected through an OpenID Connect (OIDC)\(^10\) connection managed by a single-sign-on (SSO) service, ensuring that only authorized users can access the NORIA UI. All user-related data, such as preferred display scope and notebooks, are stored separately in a MongoDB\(^11\) database through the back end API.

Secondly, the back end implements and orchestrates a set of services, typically for data fetching, processing, and forwarding. Some services are made available through the RESTful API to directly meet the needs of the front end. For example, the graph service returns a JSON Graph\(^12\) data structure that provides the network topology data based on the user’s display scope, ready to be consumed by the Holonet component in the front end for rendering. This structure is prepared at the back end level from a pre-established parameterized query to the KG-DBMS (graph database). The query service relies on the SPARQL Transformer package \[26\], which manages interactions with the SPARQL endpoint of the graph database. To minimize network and processing load, we implemented a caching strategy: we minimize requests to the KG-DBMS using a pre-fetch approach for various types of entities, with specific cache durations based on the frequency of data changes. For example, entities of type “resources and applications” have a cache duration of \(24\) hours as they change infrequently, while “events” and “trouble tickets” have a cache duration of \(15\) minutes as they are ingested quasi real-time into the graph. The back end is developed using Flask\(^13\) to enable rapid and efficient development of the necessary features for end users. Just like the front end, access to the API is protected by OIDC.

Thirdly, the knowledge graph database management system (KG-DBMS), namely an OpenLink Virtuoso\(^14\) graph store instance, handles the data as an RDF knowledge graph, including the ontologies, and gives access to these through a SPARQL endpoint. An independent data integration pipeline, separate from the NORIA UI solution, ensures the knowledge graph construction (KGC) process. This includes the periodic execution of SPARQL queries to enrich the graph with inferred alerts events for anomaly detection based on business rules corresponding to graph patterns \[24\]. Doing so implements a synergistic reasoning approach \[6\] to anomaly detection and situation understanding at the NORIA UI level. Indeed, diagnosis actions carried out in the notebook page using adhoc analysis functions leverage knowledge graph data from both the field sources and the output of algorithms running at the KGC platform level. The data integration pipeline described in \[25\] serves as a basis for the KGC process and periodic execution of anomaly detection queries.

Finally, a model store, specifically an Apache MLFlow\(^15\) instance, is used to store and retrieve inference models. For example, in the notebook page (Section 3.4), a processing:ppm-compute service of the back end structures the notebook’s data, calls a process discovery function from the PM4Py library \[2\], wraps the resulting Petri net model into a Python object, and sends the object to MLFlow. To enable this process, we implemented a Python class that inherits from MLFlow’s mlflow.pyfunc.PythonModel\(^16\) class definition. This allows us to store and version procedural models computed by users, as well as retrieve or run stored models for situation
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classification. It is important to note that this approach is not limited to procedural models but can also be applied to any type of inference models (e.g., random forest) whose serialization is compatible with MLFlow’s functionality.

In addition to these core components, we enhance the NORIA UI solution with a Skosmos instance [40] connected to the KG-DBMS. This integration allows users to easily browse the controlled vocabulary used in the knowledge graph. The controlled vocabulary is rendered in the front end as hyperlinks to the Skosmos UI.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we first present the evaluation process and the corresponding usage context for the proposed NORIA UI solution. We then analyze the evaluation results to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of the design and identify any potential areas for improvement.

Evaluation process. The overall evaluation approach involves engaging a panel of beta testers with a profile closely aligned with network/cybersecurity operations. They are invited to connect and use the NORIA UI solution and provide feedback by responding to a questionnaire based on the SUS method [18]. The SUS method evaluates the usability and user experience through a weighted score derived from ten closed-ended questions, assessing the potential adoption and relevance of the tool. We used the SUS questions as proposed in the seminal paper describing SUS [17], and their French version from [15] for French-speaking participants. To capture users’ expectations more accurately, we have included two additional questions in the base SUS questionnaire, which were presented at the end of each evaluation session: “In a few words, what were you looking for the last time you used NORIA?”, and “Do you have any feedback, positive/negative opinions about NORIA UI; or any suggestions?” The questionnaire is anonymous by default, but beta testers had the option to provide their email for personalized follow-up. Additionally, we collected usage data of NORIA UI through a Matomo instance [36], which captures telemetry data such as the browser used, hardware configuration of the workstation, user journeys, and page loading times. Each beta tester has the possibility to connect to the solution and evaluate it as many times as desired during the evaluation period. At the end of the period, we extracted the results from the enriched SUS questionnaire, calculated the SUS scores per user and per question, and analyzed the correlation between these scores and the respondents’ profiles in relation to the verbatim responses.

Evaluation scenario. We designed an incremental evaluation campaign, with a first phase focused on evaluating the ergonomics of the NORIA UI Web interface with its core features (Section 3) using synthetic data, and then iterating the evaluation by adding features to the solution, incorporating real operational data, and introducing new diagnostic tools. We report below on the first phase of the evaluation campaign, which is based on a scenario that corresponds to a typical incident detection and diagnosis chronology for a technical support engineer. The usage scenario, showcased in [7], summarizes as follows: 1) the user logs in and authenticates to NORIA UI through a Web browser from a workstation; 2) configures his user profile by setting the display and search scope; 3) looks for a given trouble ticket in the dashboard view using the search bar based on its id; 4) pivots on the trouble ticket entity to filter out all non-related entities from the dashboard alternative panels (i.e., events and alarms, and resources and applications); 5) sends the related alarms to the notebook view; 6) checks for the details of the alarm that triggered the trouble ticket, reveals an Application at risk: k out-of-n (50%) event of the inferred-alert type; 7) gets the network context of the alarm in the graph view; 8) selects the nodes of the network context (i.e., noria:Resource, noria:Application, and noria:EventRecord entities) and sends them in the notebook; 9) gets an overview of the incident context browsing the notebook view, with a first level level of situation diagnosis using its analysis features.

Evaluation and performance results. For the first phase of the evaluation campaign (2024-02-10 to 2024-03-10), we recruited a panel of 25 beta tester, upon which ten actively engaged into the evaluation process, with the following distribution of personas: two cybersecurity analyst, two incident managers, one network supervision expert, five system architects. Out of the ten participants, two did not complete the test scenario for unknown reasons. Table 1 summarizes the SUS scores for these ten participants. The overall average SUS score is 68.4 when considering SUS questionnaire answers related to complete tests, and 59.0 when considering all the answers.

Four topics emerge from the “what were you looking for” verbatim, and can be summarized as follows: 1) Dependency Visualization: users want to search for equipments and understand their connections; examples or technical diagrams would be helpful during the initial use of the tool to ensure a clear understanding of the displayed graphs; users also want to understand which applications are installed on which servers. 2) Incident Correlation: users seek assistance in correlating incidents and events; they suggest that an AI could automate the correlation of events related to a root cause and automatically provide suggestions in the notebook. 3) Utilization for Incident Diagnosis: users are interested in exploring how NORIA can assist in incident diagnosis, particularly for transmission supervisors; they want to envision how the tool would be used by supervisors/operators; users note that if the context is saved, it could accelerate the automation of diagnostics. 4) Ontology and Automated Processing: users are looking for an illustration of the NORIA-O data model to utilize automatic processing algorithms for detection, diagnosis, and remediation proposals.

Regarding the “feedback and opinions” verbatims, the respondents provided feedback on the overall relevance of the proposal (e.g., “the tool could be very useful for ICT systems supervision to quickly identify the root cause of an incident, calculate incident impact, and analyze incidents retrospectively”), while suggesting some improvements in the sequence of actions (e.g., “the concept of a notebook to pin relevant elements is interesting, but the manipulations are somewhat tedious” and “the tool appears to be designed as a navigation tool for domain experts, requiring many clicks and not suitable for real-time incident handling”). Respondents also requested evaluation in further usage contexts (e.g., “a more realistic test scenario would have been helpful to fully grasp the interface and data”) and highlighted minor ergonomic issues (e.g., changes
Table 1: Notes and overall SUS scores by personas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persona</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Q9</th>
<th>Q10</th>
<th>SUS w. Σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity analyst</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>81.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident manager</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network supervision expert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>81.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System architect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (complete)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>68.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System architect (partial)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (all)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Analysis and discussion.* The analysis of values and SUS scores in Table 1 suggests a correlation between the respondents’ profiles and their evaluations. As per [5], the scores indicate an acceptability level ranging from good (Incident manager, System architect) to level ranging from good (Incident manager, System architect) to poor (Network supervision expert). The overall strategy implemented by these tools to foster operational efficiency is to minimize the semantic distance, which refers to the gap between the user’s goal and the actions/objects in the user interface when analyzing alarms and logs. For the NMS and SIEM products, the typical data processing pipeline consists of Log Collection, followed by data analysis rather than producing it. Focusing on usage analytics, we notice that respondents generally tested NORIA UI with display conditions that allowed them to take advantage of simultaneous display of maximum information, enabling them to explore and analyze data without the need for window resizing or extreme use of responsive design functions. Regarding page loading time, we notice that the average time is above the theoretical “under a second” threshold [30], and that the high values (Graph and Dashboard views) correspond to the most demanding pages in terms of rendering and data fetching. User feedback does not indicate any responsiveness issues, so the loading and display delay caused by interactions with the graph database and visual rendering in the graph component seem acceptable as it is. However, it will certainly need to be closely observed under intensive usage conditions and with optimization of the service implementation and strengthening of cache usage.

6 RELATED WORK

This section briefly reviews related works from the perspectives of information representation methods in NMS and SIEMs, as well as graph exploration and visualization tools.

Incident management with NMS/SIEM DSSs. The overall strategy implemented by these tools to foster operational efficiency is to minimize the semantic distance, which refers to the gap between the user’s goal and the actions/objects in the user interface when analyzing alarms and logs. For the NMS and SIEM products, the typical data processing pipeline consists of Log Collection → Log

---

21 Q.7 = "I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.”
22 Q.8 = "I found the system very cumbersome to use.”
23 Q.9 = "I felt very confident using the system.”
24 Q.10 = "I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.”
Normalisation → Notifications and Alerts → and Incident Detection [9]. The normalization step is crucial as it allows experts to use the centralized logs provided by NMS/SIEMs by standardizing the information into a common format. Two other approaches are notification contextualization through rendering and notification rewriting and enriching. Rendering involves presenting alarms in different ways, such as flashing shapes on a network map or displaying text alongside relevant information about the affected equipment/service. Rewriting and enriching notifications involve categorizing alarms into specific groups, such as the CIA triad in cybersecurity. Another strategy is to group and prioritize notifications hierarchically to facilitate RCA and user and entity behavior analytics (UEBA). RCA/UEBA in ICT systems distinguishes between primary failures that directly indicate the fault location and secondary failures that are consequential. In non-hierarchical or complex systems, RCA/UEBA are typically approached through a doubt removal process using dependency graphs or decision trees. This model-based approach is applied in NMS/SIEM, where network topology and transaction records are considered as a model for understanding causality relationships. While detailed in-use papers on this topic are limited, commercial tools such as Zenoss “Layer 2 ZenPack” [22], Riverbed’s “APM” [35], and Cisco AppDynamics’ “Cognition Engine” [36] demonstrate examples of this approach through online blog posts. In the absence of algorithmic solutions, doubt removal in DSSs is achieved through exploratory data analysis, including features like hyperlinks for navigation, display filters, query systems, interactive annotation, and event sharing among supervision staff.

Knowledge graph exploration tools and graph visualisation. Graph exploration and visualisation is an important research area, as it is a key point in the democratization of graph data structures. Numerous tools for exploring knowledge graphs through UI exist, including Wikibase[26] and KG Explorer [13]. Although they are clearly sources of inspiration for our work, none of them has been designed with the specifics of network supervision and cybersecurity in mind. This is particularly true for visualization capabilities, a crucial point in the effort to combat experts’ cognitive overload. For the development of our visualization tool named Holonet, we relied on the ForceGraph library, while extending its capabilities to meet specific business needs. The graph contraction/expansion function (seen in Cambridge Intelligence[27]), in particular, is particularly relevant to users, enabling them to hide elements that are less useful for a given investigation, or to group and synthesize information from several nodes into a single one. Finally, NORIA UI offers a first embryo of faceted search oriented towards network needs, taking advantage of the NORIA-O data model. In future work, NORIA UI could benefit from the integration of more advanced faceted search tools such as GraFa [29] and Sparklis [14].

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we considered the combination of KGs and automated inference tools as crucial for advancing NMS/SIEM DSSs to the next level. This enhancement aims to improve operational efficiency in incident management on ICT systems, assuming that the ergonomics of the DSSs align with the business requirements of NetOps/SecOps teams. However, since the use of KGs is not yet widespread in the design of NMS/SIEM DSSs, various challenges needed to be addressed in order to achieve this objective, notably in terms of timely access to relevant information and integration of multiple anomaly detection algorithms for the analysis of large-scale network incident contexts.

To tackle these challenges, we designed NORIA UI, a Web-based client-server architecture for network anomaly management based on data stored in a knowledge graph structured by the NORIA-O data model. The ergonomics (UI/UX) of NORIA UI are the result of collaboration with a panel of NetOps/SecOps experts from Orange. We conducted a user evaluation campaign using an incident diagnosis scenario to validate the effectiveness of our proposal. The results confirmed the value of NORIA UI in terms of providing rapid navigation through various aspects of a network by aggregating heterogeneous data. It also demonstrated the ease of use of the synergistic approach for establishing a diagnosis through the successive combination of various analysis techniques. Additionally, the evaluation highlighted the specific expectations of NetOps/SecOps user profiles in terms of functions and usage actions.

Based on this, two axes of evolution for future work emerge from the proposal. The first axis concerns the analysis functions that need to be enhanced, for example by integrating the calculation of incident context similarity using graph embeddings as proposed in [24]. This would enable users to perform comparative case analyses, raise inferred alerts on diffuse situations by periodically executing models, and even propose alarm grouping before their presentation [11].

Furthermore, similar to the intrinsic explainability of KGs and procedural models in the form of Petri nets, the integration of new algorithms less anchored in logic or explicit representation should be accompanied by a reflection on how to present the results of inference in the UI in order to maintain the user’s confidence in the system. One option worth considering is to slightly modify the UI to allow the user to consult a trace of the inference process, either in a text format close to natural language or in a graphical format [27]. Another option would be to implement a collaborative filtering approach, which involves a feedback mechanism from users [4]. Indeed, this would allow, for example, using voting buttons in the UI, to gradually improve the accuracy of recommendations from statistical models while giving the user a sense of maintaining some control over the functioning of the models. It is noteworthy that such a feedback mechanism could also be useful for addressing data quality issues. It would enable the user to tag non-relevant or inaccurate information on the fly.

The second axis of evolution focuses on enhancing the performance of the NORIA UI solution, specifically in terms of data loading time and interface responsiveness. One approach to consider is offloading more computation to the backend, including at the KG level. This could involve precomputing aggregating nodes or “short cut relationships” [20] in the knowledge graph (e.g. for graph contraction). Additionally, tracking user activities more closely could help identify common knowledge graph traversals, leading to insights on optimizing I/O performance at the KG-DBMS level (e.g. with additional indexing) and improving the data model (e.g. reworking excessively long property paths).
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